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pains to declare that " he was educated in this country "
and that he gloried " in the name of Britain/' he could not
hide the fact that his mother was a scheming German and
his chief counsellor a hated Scot. Further, he had studied
with considerable care Bolingbroke's Patriot King, published
in 1749. His chief object was to overthrow the power of
the Whig aristocracy by reasserting the authority of the
Crown.
Thus George III came to the throne with the fixed in- He attempts
tention that he would rule and not merely reign. The weiiasreigu/
power of the Sovereign which had been curtailed at the
Revolution had lain inactive through the reigns of George I
and George II, but now it was revived. In the words of
Burke; " The power of the Crown, almost dead and rotten
as Prerogative, grew up anew with more strength and far
less odium, under the name of Influence/'1 It was not
necessary for the King to violate any laws to establish
his power; he had merely to act according to the methods
of Whig ministers. But he resolved to be his own Prime He is his
Minister: he did not dispense with the office of Chief Minister
Minister, but that official was either the King's own com-
placent subordinate or a mere powerless figure-head.
Scarcely had George come to the throne when the resignation
of Pitt and the virtual dismissal of Newcastle made the way
clear for the elevation of the King's favourite, Bute. Having
carried through the Peace of Paris and undermined the
strength of the Whig opposition, Bute resigned in 1763,
Grenville became Prime Minister. Without the King's
confidence, and with the irritating habit of lecturing and
bullying his master, he remained only until 1765: Rocking-
ham then took office for one year, as the only possible
alternative to his hated predecessor. Next the King tried
Chatham, whose hatred of party faction made George hopeful
of faithful service: but Chatham's illness made his power
slight, and soon Grafton, a friend of the King, and an in-
veterate lover of the racecourse and the theatre, became
the leading influence of the Government. From 1770 until
1782 the King's satellite, North, was Chief Minister.
1 Thoughts on Present Discontents, p. 12,

